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1. The Promise and Push for Evidence-Based Policymaking and Economic Analysis 

Evidence-based policymaking has become increasingly popular in many areas, as can be seen 

by the proliferation of think tanks and initiatives supporting and advocating for evidence-based 

policymaking.1 I define evidence-based policymaking as a rigorous attempt to base policy 

decisions (e.g., new regulation) on scientific and empirical evidence, including impact studies, 

cost-benefit analyses, program evaluation and academic research in general.2 

The appeal of evidence-based policymaking is fairly obvious. Using science and empirical 

evidence as input to policy decisions makes imminent sense. Policymaking that is rooted in sound 

theory and empirical evidence should lead to better policies and regulations. Academic research 

can provide important empirical facts and advance our understanding of policy effects, both ex 

ante and ex post. Empirical facts and analysis, especially when rooted in theory, are said to impose 

more discipline on policymaking, which in turn should make it more resilient to political pressures, 

lobbying and capture (see also Zingales 2015). Besides, research receives substantial amounts of 

public funding and it could be expected to make a contribution to society. 

Given these arguments, policymakers, regulators and standard setters are increasingly under 

pressure to embrace this approach to policymaking and to justify their policies with research and 

empirical evidence. Accounting standard setters, auditing regulators, and financial regulators such 

as the SEC are no exception. Accounting standard setters (FASB and IASB) have long recognized, 

in their mission statements and in their conceptual frameworks, a responsibility for cost-benefit 

considerations. However, as noted by Schipper (2010), the standard setters do not use conventional 

                                                 
1  Examples are the Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy as well as initiatives by think tanks such as the Pew 

Charitable Trusts or the Heritage Foundation. 
2  Cost-benefit analysis is a frequently used term for the economic analysis of regulation. In my mind, cost-benefit 

analysis is a tool of evidence-based policymaking. The latter term more broadly captures the idea that science and 
empirical evidence are used rigorously and comprehensively to inform policy decisions. 
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or formal cost-benefit analysis (see also Buijink 2006). Recently, the FASB and IASB have started 

conducting post-implementation reviews.3 Moreover, the IASB is moving towards an “evidence-

informed approach” to standard setting (Teixeira 2014). There are similar developments for 

financial market regulators. For example, the SEC has faced substantial pressures to perform cost-

benefit analysis for its rule-making.4 Currently, independent U.S. agencies like the SEC are not 

explicitly required by law to perform cost-benefit analysis (Coates 2015). However, several 

Congressional initiatives are under way that would require formal economic analysis.5 In the UK, 

the financial agencies are required to perform and publish cost-benefit analyses for proposed rules 

(e.g., Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). In addition, several academics are pushing for 

formal economic or cost-benefit analysis in financial regulation (e.g., Posner and Weyl 2014). 

Despite its appeal and promise, evidence-based policymaking is easier said (or demanded) 

than done. Research faces numerous challenges in generating evidence that informs and supports 

policymaking. Addressing these challenges requires substantial investments into the research 

infrastructure, from data generation to aggregation and transmission of research findings. In this 

article, I discuss challenges, but also opportunities for research as well as potential changes to the 

research infrastructure, so that research could better and more systematically support the use of 

evidence in policymaking. Throughout the article, I focus on research in the areas of accounting 

standard setting and financial markets regulation (e.g., disclosure or securities regulation), 

although many discussions probably apply to economic research more broadly. 

                                                 
3  The IASB introduced post-implementation review (PIR) for major standards in 2007 and issued its first PIR in 2013 

(conducted for IFRS 8). The FASB completed its first PIR in 2012 (pertaining to FIN 48). See also Ewert and 
Wagenhofer (2012) for a discussion of the PIR process for accounting standards. 

4  See, e.g., the 2011 Business Roundtable v. SEC decision, in which the court struck down a SEC voting rule for 
insufficient cost-benefit analysis. 

5  Examples are the SEC Regulatory Accountability Act, the Independent Agency Regulatory Analysis Act and the 
Regulatory Accountability Act. 
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Given this focus, I begin by asking to what extent accounting and financial markets research 

delivers insights and evidence that is useful to policymaking. Financial accounting research is 

directly related to policy and, in particular, accounting standard setting. More broadly, financial 

markets research should be able to contribute to financial market regulation, among other things, 

by studying relevant economic links and relations, such as the effect of information disclosure on 

market liquidity. Moreover, accounting research could inform debates about disclosure and 

transparency policies in many other areas outside the core accounting and financial reporting 

domain, such as environmental regulation, consumer protection, health care, and others. In 

addition, accountants perform many roles related to measurement, disclosure and compliance 

outside of financial reporting. While there is little doubt in my mind that accounting and financial 

markets research has important insights to offer, at present, we have little formal evidence on these 

contributions. It would be good to ask more systematically what we have learned from past 

research that is helpful to regulators and policymakers. Doing so would also point to opportunities 

for future research. 

Next, I turn to the challenges that evidence-based policymaking poses for research. One of the 

key challenges is the ability to draw causal inferences. Causality plays a central role because 

without a causal relation, it is difficult to provide reliable advice to policymakers (or to the general 

public). Yet, accounting and financial market research, like many other social sciences, faces major 

limitations in its ability to generate causal evidence. Another and related challenge is the 

measurement of the regulatory “treatment.” Many studies are based on regulatory or accounting 

changes, which alter the amount of public information, but do so in “unspecified” ways. As a 

result, accounting research rarely provides treatment effects in the form of elasticities, i.e., 

estimates that tell regulators by how much a market outcome improves if a disclosure mandate 
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increases information quality by X percent. Part of the problem is that we lack a standardized 

measure for the amount and quality of financial information. Making progress on this measurement 

problem is of first-order importance. In terms of generating such estimates, structural modeling 

and estimation could play an important role.6 In addition, it could provide counterfactuals and 

what-if analyses. But I hasten to add that structural estimation is not a panacea and also has 

substantial limitations. 

The biggest challenge for causal evidence and better policy-relevant estimates, however, is 

lack of relevant data that is sufficiently granular to identify and measure regulatory effects. This 

shortcoming is difficult to overcome without the help of policymakers and regulators. The same 

can be said for the lack of exogenous variation in regulatory changes. In addition, there are 

challenges to the reliability of research findings. For instance, discretion and incentives in the 

research and publication process likely play an important role in the relatively low reproducibility 

rates, which recently have been documented for several fields.7 While I am not aware of such 

evidence on reproducibility rates of accounting and financial markets research, I am convinced 

that, in these areas, similar issues with respect to the reliability of research findings exist. Finally, 

there are a number of challenges related to the aggregation and transmission of research findings 

as well as the use of results by policymakers, especially when recognizing the political nature of 

policymaking. 

Recognizing all these challenges, there are a number of steps that we could take if research is 

to inform and support policymaking. Specifically, I discuss ideas on how to organize and facilitate 

                                                 
6  Structural modeling and estimation refers to a technique for estimating “deep” structural parameters (which are 

typically policy invariant) using economic models. It is different from reduced-form estimation, which relies on 
(direct) statistical relations between observable variables. 

7  See, e.g., the Reproducibility Project in psychological science (Open Science Collaboration 2015). 
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policy-relevant research, to increase the reliability of our research findings, and to systematically 

summarize, aggregate and communicate evidence. Importantly, if we are serious about evidence-

based policymaking in accounting and financial regulation, then regulators and standard setters 

need to actively help with generating relevant data and fostering research, essentially building 

economic analysis into the process of rulemaking. I also conjecture that academic research needs 

to devote much more effort towards understanding the regulatory “plumbing,” i.e., the details of 

regulation, its implementation and the interplay of rules, as it matters a great deal for regulatory 

outcomes and is often where things go wrong. 

My main message is that evidence-based policymaking requires building an entire research 

infrastructure. We currently do not have such an infrastructure for accounting and financial 

markets research. To illustrate this point, I draw parallels to the creation and rise of evidence-based 

medicine, which highlights the necessary investments. We are still a long way from evidence-

based standard setting or financial regulation. In my view, it is nevertheless worth starting a 

process towards a more systematic use of evidence in policymaking. Poorly designed or 

implemented policies can have major costs to market participants and society.8 

I realize that there is a larger debate about whether evidence-based policymaking is even 

feasible (e.g., Hammersley 2013). The “evidence-based” notion is much more contentious in 

public policy than it is in medicine or safety regulation. At the heart of the criticism is that social 

science is quite different from medicine or more technical areas, such as automobile safety. 

Policymaking is inherently more political than medical practice guidelines (although I do not claim 

that they are apolitical). Judgment, political values and ideology play a much larger role in setting 

                                                 
8  See, e.g., survey results from the IGM Economic Experts Panels (2017) indicating that flawed financial sector 

regulation and supervision was the most important factor in the 2008 global financial crisis, which clearly was a 
very costly event. 

http://www.igmchicago.org/surveys-special/factors-contributing-to-the-2008-global-financial-crisis
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public policy. In addition, accounting standards and financial regulation tend to be quite different 

from rules in automobile safety, an area that has used cost-benefit analysis successfully. Among 

other things, the former offer much more discretion than the latter (see also Cochrane 2014). The 

general conclusion from this debate is that evidence-based policymaking in public policy or in 

financial regulation is likely harder and more fraught with problems than evidence-based 

medicine.9 I agree and view the example of evidence-based medicine as more aspirational. 

In this article, I sidestep this higher-level and more philosophical debate and instead focus on 

more specific challenges that arise if we take the desire for evidence-based policymaking in 

accounting and financial markets seriously. Nevertheless, it is important to have realistic 

expectations. Building the necessary research infrastructure takes time and even a more modest 

evidence-informed approach to policymaking requires a concerted effort by researchers and 

policymakers. But without these investments and efforts, and a commitment by policymakers to 

use scientific evidence, we will only pay lip service to the idea of evidence-based policy making.10 

2. Contributions of Accounting and Financial Markets Research to Policymaking 

In this section, I discuss the extent to which accounting and financial markets research delivers 

insights and evidence that is useful to policymaking. There is no question in my mind that 

accounting and financial markets research can contribute valuable insights to standard setters and 

policymakers. Financial accounting is intimately connected to the idea of setting standards for 

corporate disclosure and reporting. Normative considerations have a long tradition in early 

accounting research. Many accounting studies analyze the effects of accounting standards and 

                                                 
9  This view is not universally shared. See, e.g., Posner and Weyl (2015). See also my discussion in Section 6. 
10  A lack of such investments (and commitments) could also explain why Hahn and Tetlock (2008) conclude that the 

track record for economic analysis of regulatory decisions to date is sobering. 
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disclosure requirements. Financial markets research often examines the effects of regulatory 

changes (such as the Securities and Exchange Acts or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act). Thus, accounting 

and financial markets research is often closely connected to policy debates and regulatory issues. 

But while it is clear that this research has the potential to generate relevant insights to 

policymakers and regulators, it is less clear how this research has influenced policymaking. As far 

as I know, we do not have a systematic account of the contributions to policymaking or the impact 

of this research. There are examples where the work of economists has influenced policy in a major 

way, such as Friedman’s analysis of an all-volunteer military (Singleton 2016). We also have 

subjective assessments. For instance, Heckman (2001) states in his Nobel lecture that 

“microeconometrics has contributed substantially to the evaluation of public policy.” Zingales 

(2015) in turn has a more pessimistic view of finance’s contributions to public policy in his 

presidential address. Hellwig (2015) is also more critical of the role of economic research and 

policy recommendations of economists. 

In addition, there are impact studies but they tend to focus on citations and hence research 

impact in academe. Going beyond citations, Burton et al. (2017), analyze research impact using 

the Altmetric’s Attention Score, which captures attention to published research from online 

sources such as news sites, policy documents, social media, etc. Such attention does not necessarily 

imply impact, but the metric captures broader interest in research. Burton et al. (2017) find that 

research in social science disciplines such as economics, finance, management, and psychology 

has far less impact (or interest) than research in the natural sciences.11 The impact of accounting 

is the lowest among the business school disciplines; finance is the second lowest (but it still 

                                                 
11  Bastow et al. (2014) study the impact of social science more broadly and come to similar conclusions. They discuss 

a number of structural reasons why the impact of social science is low compared to natural science, especially its 
external impact. They also note that there is little formal evidence on external impact. 
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receives much more attention than accounting). One potential explanation is that accounting and 

finance are smaller fields and much more specialized compared to management, economics or 

psychology.12 Consistent with this view, accounting and finance have much lower attention scores 

than management, marketing and psychology in the Altmetric categories for news, blogs, and 

social media, but receive higher scores for policy documents. The latter underscores, at least 

relatively speaking, the policy relevance of accounting and finance research.13 Bastow et al. (2014) 

make a similar observation with respect to the external impact of social science in general, noting 

that its links with policymakers and governments are far stronger and more developed than its 

other external links, consistent with its relevance to public policy (see also Abreu et al. 2009). 

Even though we do not have much systematic evidence on the contributions to policymaking, 

it is still worth asking what we have learned from accounting and financial markets research that 

is helpful to the economic analysis of regulation and public policy. What are the insights that 

regulators and policymakers should know or could use? Have we established relations and facts 

that are both relevant and sufficiently reliable? These are important questions, and the answers are 

not forgone conclusions.14 

One place to look for answers is in academic literature surveys that specifically focus on policy 

questions, standard setting or financial market regulation. Specific examples in accounting 

standard setting and financial regulation are Hail et al. (2010a, 2010b), Koch et al. (2013), Coates 

                                                 
12  Other potential explanations are the quality of research, the relevance to practice or the relative appeal of the field. 

Despite the stereotypes, I do not believe that accounting is inherently less interesting. But the field would benefit 
from more innovation, fresh ideas and, in particular, from broader research topics. See also Burton et al. (2017) and 
the critiques by Demski (2007), Fellingham (2007), Hopwood (2007), Waymire (2012), and Wood (2016). I discuss 
ideas for broadening policy-relevant accounting research in Section 3. 

13  See also Bauguess et al. (2017), FMA presentation on “Role of Academic Research in Financial Market Policy” 
and Geoffrey and Lee (2018) for evidence on the role of research in academic research for SEC rulemaking. 

14  A related and much broader debate questions the ability of social science to provide cumulative insights in the same 
way as natural science does (e.g., Flyvbjerg 2001). I am sidestepping this debate here. See also footnote 11. 
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and Srinivasan (2014), Acharya and Ryan (2016), and Leuz and Wysocki (2016). These surveys 

provide an overview and critique of the literature. They highlight that the amount of relevant 

research is substantial. But in my read, it would be difficult to infer from these surveys whether an 

academic consensus on certain policy or regulatory issues has emerged. 

An effort that is specifically geared towards eliciting whether such a consensus exists for 

certain public policy questions is the IGM Economic Experts Panel.15 The panel comprises over 

40 distinguished economists from the top-seven economics departments in the U.S. It covers 

scholars from the major areas of economics, different age cohorts, and from different political 

persuasions.16 The panel members receive a policy question every two weeks, with which they can 

agree or disagree; they can also vote that the answer is uncertain. Members indicate the level of 

confidence they have in their expertise in the specific matter or question. Gordon and Dahl (2013) 

use responses from this panel to explore the extent to which economists agree or disagree on major 

public policy issues. The underlying question is whether the views of economists are based on 

accumulated academic evidence or, alternatively, reflect different camps and political leanings. 

Interestingly, Gordon and Dahl (2013) conclude that there is “close to full consensus” among panel 

members when the underlying economic literature is large. There is little evidence of different 

camps; political leanings seem to be of little importance. Thus, their main finding supports a broad 

consensus among top U.S. economists for many public policy questions.17 This evidence suggests 

that research in economics is cumulative, leading to an academic consensus for certain policy 

issues. Hence, there should be a body of research that is useful to the policymakers. While we lack 

                                                 
15  Recently, the IGM added a second expert panel with European economists. In the interest of full disclosure, I am a 

co-director of the IGM and a member of the European IGM Economic Experts Panel 
(http://www.igmchicago.org/european-economic-experts-panel). 

16  For details on the construction of the panel, see www.igmchicago.org/igm-economic-experts-panel. 
17  For qualitatively similar conclusions see Alston et al. (1992) and Fuller and Geide-Stevenson (2014). 

http://www.igmchicago.org/igm-economic-experts-panel
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such surveys and evidence for accounting and finance, I presume that a similar consensus for many 

broad policy issues exists or at least could emerge as the literature accumulates.18 

Reflecting on the literature on standard setting and financial markets regulation, I would say 

there are policy-relevant economic links and also conceptual insights for which a consensus has 

likely emerged. An example for a link that immediately comes to mind is the positive relation 

between corporate disclosure and market liquidity. This link is well supported by economic theory 

and numerous studies with very different research designs (see surveys by Verrecchia 2001, Leuz 

and Wysocki 2016). An example for a conceptual insight from the accounting literature is the 

tradeoff between relevance and reliability of financial information, which plays a central role for 

standard setting and for which we have theory and evidence (e.g., Watts and Zimmerman 1986, 

Dechow 1994, Kanodia et al. 2004, Bratten et al. 2013). Another example is the notion of reporting 

incentives shaping reporting practices. The idea is that accounting standards, for good reason, give 

substantial discretion to firms. This discretion implies that managerial reporting incentives, which 

are shaped by markets, contracts and institutions, heavily influence reporting practices, leading to 

substantial heterogeneity even when operating under the same standards. This insight is of 

fundamental importance in standard setting and there is a good amount of evidence supporting it 

(e.g., Watts and Zimmerman 1986, Ball et al. 2003, Leuz et al. 2003, Burgstahler et al. 2006, 

Cascino and Gassen 2015). There are many other examples; I simply listed a few that are close to 

my own work and to the topic of this article. 

However, the aforementioned insights are general economic links and tradeoffs. While they 

are surely relevant to policymakers, they still need to be interpreted in a specific context and do 

not provide (quantitative) answers to specific policy questions. In fairness, we also have many 

                                                 
18  See, for example, the IGM panel question on stock prices and market efficiency, which supports this conjecture. 

http://www.igmchicago.org/surveys/stock-prices
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studies examining the economic consequences of particular changes in the accounting standards 

and in financial market regulation (see survey by Leuz and Wysocki 2016). This work is often 

closer in spirit of program evaluation, providing specific estimates for effects of certain regulatory 

changes. But as I discuss in more detail in Section 4, this research also faces many challenges and 

the general insights for new policy decisions can be quite limited. 

The bottom line from this discussion is that accounting and financial markets research has 

something to offer to policymakers and regulators, but that we need a much more systematic 

account of the literature and its impact as well as better ways to aggregate the policy implications 

of extant research findings. I come back to this point in Sections 4.4 and 5.2. 

3. A Brief Digression: Opportunities for Future Accounting Research 

Given my discussion of the contributions of extant accounting research to policymaking in 

the previous section, it is clear that many opportunities for future research remain. We still need 

much more research before we can move to evidence-based standard setting or financial market 

regulation. Before I turn to the challenges of such research and offer some thoughts on what it 

would take to move towards evidence-based policymaking, I briefly digress to discuss a few 

specific opportunities for accounting research. The discussion focuses on opportunities outside the 

traditional or core domain of accounting with the hope that by broadening accounting research, we 

increase its external impact, be it on practice, other social sciences or society more generally. 

There are many important issues that society and businesses face that are connected to 

accounting, including concepts like transparency, accountability, trust, verifiability, governance, 

communication, goalsetting, budgeting, measurement, control, security, accuracy, taxation, 

sustainability, and corporate social responsibility (see also Burton et al. 2017). In my mind, 
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accounting research is concerned with and should have something to say about these and many 

other important concepts in business and society; after all accountants are often involved in the 

underlying processes. Of course, these concepts are not only relevant to accounting. But by 

considering them as part of the accounting domain and by studying them from an accounting angle, 

we increase our links with and contributions to other social sciences. 

A specific arena in which such broadening of the accounting domain would be both natural 

and fruitful are disclosure and transparency mandates. Such mandates are increasingly used as a 

public policy instrument in lieu of more conventional regulation in many areas outside 

accounting’s core domain, including corporate governance, environmental, food safety, restaurant 

hygiene, consumer protection, mine safety, health care, and conflicts of interest disclosures to 

name but a few. The idea is to compel disclosures, rather than to restrict or mandate certain 

behaviors or business practices, with the expectation that transparency incentivizes desirable (or 

discourages undesirable) behavior. Thus, the ultimate regulatory motivation goes beyond 

informing consumer, investors, or other recipients and aims to induce real effects, i.e., behavioral 

changes by the sender and/or those involved in producing and disclosing the information (e.g., 

auditors). Given the prevalence of many transparency and disclosure mandates, understanding 

their real effects is of first-order importance to policymaking and society. 

Nascent research in this area shows that the effects of disclosure mandates are not always 

positive and can be quite pernicious (see the overviews in Fung et al. 2007, Dranove and Jin 2010, 

Leuz and Wysocki 2016). But the key point here is not to argue in favour or against transparency 

regimes but that accounting research could make important contributions to our understanding of 

these regimes, and that these contributions would be germane to accounting. 
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Let me illustrate this point with a disclosure study in health care. Dranove et al. (2003) study 

mandated cardiac surgery report cards in New York and Pennsylvania. They find evidence of 

improved matching of patients with hospitals, which presumably is an intended and expected 

outcome. But they also document selection behavior by the providers, in essence, suggesting that 

doctors, worried about bad report cards, start screening patients, which in turn makes it harder for 

sicker patients to obtain treatment. On net, the disclosure regime led to worse health outcomes, 

particularly for sicker patients, which is obviously very problematic. 

However, this evidence does not necessarily imply that using disclosure regimes in health care 

is a bad idea. Instead it points to a measurement and communication problem. The selection effect 

likely occurs because doctors felt that the users of the report cards (e.g., patients) would not be 

able to appropriately adjust for patient characteristics (e.g., how sick the patient was) and hence 

might infer low-quality treatment when the outcomes for the most serious cases are less favourable. 

In my view, accounting research could work on such measurement and communication problems 

helping us better understand how to reap the benefits and avoid the pitfalls of disclosure regimes. 

I will give two more examples for opportunities to broaden accounting research. The first 

example is the link in banking between financial disclosure, accounting measurement and financial 

stability. Does more disclosure increase or hurt financial stability (e.g., by enhancing market 

discipline or encouraging runs, respectively)? Does the expected loss model for loan accounting 

lead to more or less procyclicality in bank lending? These are first-order policy questions (see also 

Acharya and Ryan 2016). Again, there is nascent research on these topics (e.g., Bushman and 

Williams 2015, Domikowsky et al. 2017, Granja 2018), but currently we are not able to answer 

these important policy questions. 
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Second, we still need more work on externalities and market-wide effects of disclosure 

regulation. Such effects are central to the economic justification of disclosure mandates. 

Accounting research has studied such effects in capital markets (e.g., Bushee and Leuz 2005, 

Badertscher et al. 2013), although the number of studies is low and the evidence still needs to be 

corroborated and extended. We also need more work on the effects of disclosure regulation on 

competition, firm productivity, and the allocation of resources (e.g., labor and capital), which has 

just begun (e.g., Breuer 2017, Choi 2018). 

In sum, there are encouraging signs that accounting research is branching out, becoming 

broader, and building bridges to other fields. I value this trend as it would increase the external 

impact of accounting research and, at the same time, make it more relevant and helpful to 

policymakers and regulators. 

4. Challenges for Research Supporting Evidenced-Based Policymaking 

Having discussed the promise of evidence-based policymaking and opportunities for new 

research, I now turn to a number of specific challenges for research if it is to inform and support 

evidence-based policymaking. I discuss four major challenges using the context of accounting and 

financial markets research; similar challenges arise in many other areas of economic research. 

First, evidence-based policymaking requires a discussion about the “quality standard” for 

research evidence that is to be used to inform policymakers. For this, causal inferences play a 

critical role, yet they are very hard to obtain. The second challenge is the measurement of the 

treatment itself, e.g., the changes induced by past policy changes. Making progress on this 

challenge is central to estimating policy effects in a form that is more useful to policymakers, e.g., 

when evaluating potential future policy changes. Third, I point out that the biggest challenge to 
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providing more policy-relevant research is lack of data. This issue is closely connected to the 

scarcity of causal evidence. Lastly, I discuss challenges related to the reliability of research 

findings and their transmission to policymakers, essentially recognizing incentive problems and 

biases in conducting and publishing research as well as the political nature of policymaking. 

4.1 Importance of Causal Inferences and the Tradeoff between Internal and External Validity 

Causality is clearly of central importance for evidence-based policymaking. First, 

policymakers care about the magnitudes of potential effects, e.g., when conducting a cost-benefit 

analysis. But estimated magnitudes really only matter once we have causal inferences. Estimates 

based on mere associations contain or reflect other factors and hence have to be used very 

cautiously in a cost-benefit analysis. Second, without a causal relation and an understanding of the 

mechanism, it is difficult (and in some cases even unethical) to provide policy recommendations. 

I illustrate this point with an example outside of accounting and financial markets, namely, 

the question of whether drinking alcohol in moderate amounts confers health benefits. Being a fan 

of red wine, I like to think that having a glass at night is not only enjoyable but also good for my 

health. Obviously, a policymaker or doctor would want to be sure that there is sufficient evidence 

that drinking moderate doses of alcohol has (net) health benefits before providing a 

recommendation to the public or a patient. This question has been heavily studied and some even 

argue that the evidence is sufficiently compelling to advise abstainers to drink. Stockwell et al. 

(2016) identify over 2,600 studies that are potentially relevant for the question. Many studies as 

well as several meta-analyses suggest a J-shaped relation between alcohol consumption and 

mortality risk, indicating reduced risk for occasional and low-volume drinkers but higher risk for 

higher volume drinkers (e.g., Brien et al. 2011, Ronksley et al. 2011). 
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However, the existing evidence should not be taken without concern. There are large life-style 

and other differences between abstainers, moderate drinkers and those that drink more. These 

differences could confound the findings given the underlying studies are not randomized-control 

trials. In particular, there are selection concerns about the abstainer group as it often contains 

former drinkers, including people who ceased drinking alcohol for health reasons. Stockwell et al. 

(2016) report that 65 out of 87 studies included in their formal meta-analysis had former drinkers 

in the abstainer group, potentially creating substantial bias. Once Stockwell et al. (2016) adjust for 

abstainer bias and various study characteristics, the relation between alcohol consumption and 

mortality looks essentially linear, with mortality risk increasing as alcohol consumption increases. 

While this evidence sadly implies that my occasional glass of wine does not provide health 

benefits, it nevertheless holds two important lessons. The first lesson is that having many studies 

with similar results may not be sufficient proof to support a particular policy or conclusion. Studies 

often share similar identification challenges or selection problems. If so, simply “piling up” studies 

does not help or address the fundamental challenges for causal inferences. Aggregating studies is 

more useful when the individual studies have fairly orthogonal research-design challenges or when 

all studies provide causal estimates but the magnitudes depend on the context or exhibit 

measurement error. 

The second lesson is that selection problems are pervasive, especially in social science, and 

in many contexts we cannot address the ensuing inference problems by performing randomized-

control trials (RCTs). Such trials are considered the gold standard in medical research. But in my 

particular example a long-run RCT would be infeasible (if not unethical). The same is likely true 

for many other policy issues. For instance, we could (or would) not randomize monetary policy 

even though understanding the effects of interest rate changes is of great interest to central bankers. 
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While we could conduct field experiments (or randomized pilot studies) much more often than we 

currently do,19 for many questions in accounting standard setting and financial market regulation, 

RCTs or field experiments are simply not feasible. Moreover, field experiments are probably less 

well suited to study long-run and general-equilibrium effects, which are nevertheless very 

important. Similarly, it is difficult to study spillover effects and externalities based on small-scale 

experiments. Therefore, I do not think RCTs will play the same central role in accounting and 

financial regulation that they play in medicine and have played for the rise of evidence-based 

medicine (see Section 6).20 

There are of course also situations, in which nature provides random assignment to treatment 

(e.g., due to weather) or settings, in which lotteries were used for fairness reasons (e.g., drafts, 

program or school admissions). However, these natural experiments are rare and there are not 

enough of these situations to answer all the policy questions we would like to answer. Thus, 

evidence-based policymaking in accounting and financial regulation by and large has to rely on 

empirical studies using archival data that is generated without explicit or naturally occurring 

randomization. Of course, we can draw causal inferences from such data, at least under certain 

conditions or when making certain assumptions, e.g., using regression-discontinuity designs or 

difference-in-differences analyses. There is a huge literature on the identification of treatment 

effects (for overviews, see Heckman 2001, Angrist and Pischke 2009, 2014). 

In accounting and financial regulation, treatment effect studies often exploit regulatory 

changes or new mandates. Such settings have the advantage that a certain disclosure or a particular 

                                                 
19  See also Floyd and List (2016) and Section 5.3 in this article. 
20  Chemla and Hennessy (2018a) show that subjects’ rational expectations about future health benefits from 

participating in a trial could contaminate RCTs even in medicine. Expectations about the future are even more 
important (and hence a bigger issue) in policy experiments. See also Chemla and Hennessy (2018b). 
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accounting treatment is imposed on firms, which in turn mitigates selection concerns that typically 

arise in voluntary disclosure or accounting choice settings. Nevertheless, these regulatory settings 

pose several major identification challenges when estimating causal effects. Leuz and Wysocki 

(2016, Section 2) discuss a number of these challenges in more detail, but let me mention a few. 

First, even though regulation is imposed on firms, selection problems arise when firms can 

opt out or have ways to avoid the regulation (Heckman 1997). Second, new regulation or changes 

in regulation do not occur in a vacuum. They are often a response to financial or political crises or 

other major events (e.g., a corporate scandal). Financial markets also respond to these events, 

making it difficult to isolate the regulatory effects (Ball 1980). Third, and related to the previous 

challenge, regulatory changes tend to apply to a larger group of firms from a (single) point in time 

onwards. As a result, the empirical analysis is susceptible to other institutional changes, general 

time trends as well as market-wide shocks that are concurrent with but unrelated to the regulatory 

change. Fourth, firms and investors often anticipate regulatory changes, even before the first firms 

adopt the new rules. Furthermore, a regulatory change can signal future regulatory actions, for 

instance, a tougher stance when it comes to enforcement. 

As a result of all these challenges, causal evidence from empirical studies on standard stetting 

and financial market regulation is still rare (Leuz and Wysocki 2016). Moreover, these challenges 

highlight that regulatory studies require careful research design and deep institutional knowledge, 

including of the process by which the regulatory change came about. Such institutional knowledge 

is particularly important when articulating why a particular setting allows us to identify and 

estimate the economic effects and when discussing what the potential threats to identification are. 

It is often the specific features of the institutional setting that afford us identification or allow us 

to rule out alternative explanations. 
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However, it is precisely this reliance on the specifics of the institutional settings that brings us 

back to the well-known tradeoff between internal and external validity. Put differently, there is a 

price that we pay for identification. Many studies on standard setting and financial market 

regulation that provide causal estimates do so in very specific settings and as a result, their 

estimates (or the magnitudes of their estimates) have limited generalizability (see also Leuz and 

Wysocki 2016, Glaeser and Guay 2017). This limitation also arises with field experiments. 

To illustrate this point, I refer to two studies that I admire very much. First, Duflo et al. (2013) 

perform a field experiment in environmental auditing to study the conflicts of interest that arise 

when firms choose and pay their auditor. The study captures many of the key economic tradeoffs 

in auditing; it is in the field and uses randomization. Based on this setup, the study shows that 

conflicts of interests related to auditor choice and payment firm can corrupt audit outcomes. While 

this and other insights from the study are of general importance, we would not use the results from 

this experiment on auditing plant emissions in India, where the auditors were paid less than a 

$1,000 per audit, and apply them directly to policy issues in corporate auditing of financial reports 

in the U.S. The markets, legal institutions, audit processes and also fee arrangements and 

magnitudes are too different. 

My second example is the study by Iliev (2010) examining the effects of the Sarbanes-Oxley 

Act (SOX) on firm value, audit fees and corporate reporting. The study is a good example for a 

setting in which a size threshold allows for a regression-discontinuity design, which can give us 

quasi-random assignment for firms that are close to the $75 million public-float threshold. The 

study provides convincing evidence that, among other things, SOX caused an increase in audit fees 

(by $700,000). But the estimated increase is very local in that it applies to firms just around the 

threshold, and it cannot simply be extrapolated to infra-marginal firms that are much larger. 
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In sum, the message of this section is that causal estimates are difficult to obtain and when we 

have causal inferences, they often come with limited generalizability, posing significant challenges 

to evidence-based policymaking. 

4.2 The Measurement Challenge and Structural Modeling 

Another challenge for the use of accounting and financial markets research in policymaking 

is the measurement of the treatment. In medicine, the measurement of the treatment (or dosage) is 

often straightforward (e.g., 100 milligrams of a particular active ingredient). Knowing the precise 

treatment is obviously very important when estimating treatment effects and also when comparing 

effects across studies or conducting meta-analyses. Thus, in medical studies, one can compute the 

effect on mortality as well as the side effects per dose of treatment (e.g., 100 milligrams). The 

equivalent in economics is expressing treatment effects in the form of elasticities. For instance, it 

would be very helpful to securities regulators to have estimates along the following lines: 

increasing the amount of public information by 1% increases market liquidity by Y% and decreases 

the cost of capital by Z%.21 However, such estimates are rarely available in public policy. 

Economic elasticities are very hard to obtain (e.g., Cochrane 2014). Part of issue is again 

identification. But the other issue is measurement of the treatment. We generally do not know by 

how much a regulatory change increased information, i.e., the dosage. 

Let me explain this issue in the context of standard setting or financial regulation. In this area, 

we have many studies that exploit regulatory acts and accounting changes to estimate treatment 

effects. But even when these studies provide causal estimates, they do not deliver elasticities along 

                                                 
21  Another issue is that arises in prospective analyses is that regulators do not know by how much an intended 

regulation would increase public information in markets. But if we could compute the information effects of past 
regulations, we could develop estimates for future regulation. 
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the lines suggested above. For instance, we do not know by how much the EU’s Transparency 

Directive, the SEC’s rule mandating the Compensation Discussion & Analysis, or IFRS adoption 

changed the amount of information available to investors. Put differently, we do not know how 

strong the regulatory treatment was. Often, the focus is on first determining whether there was a 

treatment as a result of the regulatory change (e.g., Christensen et al. 2013 for IFRS). Given this 

issue, it is difficult to compare across treatment-effect studies and to conduct meta-analyses. 

Evidence-based policymaking requires more than (causal) evidence on for directional 

relations. Ideally, we would have quantitative estimates for the effect in the form of elasticities, 

which regulators can use in cost-benefit analyses or prospective analyses. Towards this end, we 

need substantial progress in measuring the amount and quality of information in financial reports 

and disclosure documents, which would then enable us to measure or quantify the treatment. 

There are a few approaches that start taking us in this direction. What makes these approaches 

different is not that they provide quantitative estimates but that they start from theory and explicitly 

show how (or under which conditions) we can identify the relevant constructs from observables.22 

An example is Nikolaev (2017). His approach uses accounting relations between accruals and cash 

flows as well as the fact that accruals reverse to identify the quality of the accounting information 

(or system) in a GMM estimation framework. The key construct is a quantitative estimate for 

information quality at the firm or industry level (see also Choi 2018 for embedding this measure 

in a macroeconomic comparison of accounting systems). Another example is Smith (2018). He 

models the link between corporate disclosure and option prices. Based on this model, he can extract 

the precision of reported earnings using market reactions at the earnings announcements and option 

                                                 
22  These new approaches are different from conventional earnings quality measures (see survey by Dechow et al. 

2010), which cannot separate aspects of the business process (e.g., economic volatility) from the quality of the 
reported information. See also discussion in Nikolaev (2017). 
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prices. His approach would even enable firm-specific, point-in-time estimates. These two 

examples are very promising. We need to push them further, so that we can deliver the kind of 

estimates evidence-based policymaking requires. 

In this regard, structural estimation (as defined in footnote 6) holds much promise to move the 

literature on standard setting and financial regulation forward. I say this for two reasons. First, the 

accounting system naturally provides structure that can be exploited for identification (Nikolaev 

2017). The same holds true for financial regulation or taxation (e.g., McClure 2018). The structure 

makes it clear what it takes to estimate the parameters of interest and what data are required.23 As 

Heckman (2001, Table 4) points out, structural estimation is particularly suited for policy analyses. 

It provides, as he puts it, ingredients for extrapolation to new environments. The underlying idea 

is that (policy-invariant) structural parameters have better “transportability” to other settings. 

Moreover, structural modeling enables us to compute counterfactuals (i.e., perform what-if 

analysis), which is particularly useful for prospective policy assessments. 

While the structural approach holds promise for evidence-based policymaking, it is not a 

panacea. Like any other approach, it is not without its own problems and limitations (see also 

discussion in Angrist and Pischke 2010, Nevo and Whinston 2010, Gow et al. 2016). Structural 

modeling should therefore be one of many approaches that we pursue. 

4.3 The Biggest Problem: Lack of Data 

The challenges discussed in the previous two sections are major obstacles for research used 

in evidence-based policymaking. But in my mind the biggest problem is lack of data. We generally 

                                                 
23  Even though the model structure provides another source of identification, identification should not solely rely on 

the model. As Nevo and Whinston (2010, p. 71) put it, “structural analysis is not a substitute for credible inference.” 
It is also important to ask what additional information or data a structural approach could bring to bear that could 
not be used in reduced form. 
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do not have the relevant and sufficiently granular data and we also lack exogenously generated 

data. Surely, accounting and finance researchers could further improve their research designs and 

embrace new econometric methods. But insufficient data are at the heart of the aforementioned 

challenges to causal inference and treatment measurement. 

For instance, Posner and Weyl (2015) argue strongly in favor of cost-benefit analysis for 

financial regulation. They concede: “If the data do not exist, or are noisy, or if no plausible 

identification strategy has been developed, then regulators will not be able to determine valuations 

with any confidence. This creates a dilemma.” They also note that lack of data is not an argument 

against performing economic analysis of regulation. I concur. But I believe that the data situation 

they describe is the norm, and we should acknowledge this challenge when considering evidence-

based policymaking (see also Coates 2015, Leuz and Wysocki 2016). 

At some level, it is well known that identification and endogeneity are fundamentally data 

problems. For instance, econometrics treats the selection problem as a missing data problem. My 

point here is more specific to evidence-based policymaking. We need to recognize that, despite 

the recent explosion in the availability of data, we are missing the relevant data for many regulatory 

and policy issues that we would like to answer. In many cases, the relevant data do not yet exist. 

In other cases, the relevant data are proprietary or not observable to researchers. As a result, studies 

have to rely on relatively crude proxies. A good example is audit research, as much of the audit 

process is unobservable to researchers and hence audit studies rely heavily on (discretionary) 

accruals or restatements as proxies for audit quality. However, it is well known that both proxies 

also reflect reporting choices by the firm that is being audited. Thus, we need measures that more 

specifically reflect audit quality, given a client’s reporting choices. Similarly, our studies generally 

use highly aggregated numbers. For most firms, accounting numbers from consolidated financial 
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statements reflect hundreds, if not, thousands or millions of transactions, possibly from many 

subsidiaries. Thus, when we study changes in the accounting numbers before and after a new 

accounting rule came into effect, we do not observe the change in the numbers solely due to the 

new standard, which in turn creates the challenge of separating other changes in the economics of 

the firm from the changes induced by the new standard. 

To make matters worse, new regulation or accounting standards generally come into effect 

roughly at the same time for all firms in a particular market or country, creating concerns about 

concurrent events (e.g., Christensen et al. 2013). In addition, standards are not implemented at 

random times, which means that the data are generated in ways that create many of the 

identification problems that I have already discussed in Section 4.1. Thus, if we are serious about 

evidence-based policymaking, addressing the data problem is a key place to start. I come back to 

this issue in Section 5.3, where I provide several suggestions on how to generate new data and to 

mitigate the problems discussed here. 

4.4 Reliability of Research Findings and Political Influences on the Research Process 

In this section, I draw attention to the reliability of research findings. As researchers, we 

obviously care about the reliability of our findings, irrespective of their use in policymaking. But 

when research findings are used to inform policymakers or to support policies, the reliability of 

the findings is an important dimension to consider explicitly. 

In recent years, many concerns about the reliability of scientific publications have been raised 

(Begley 2013, Begley and Ioannidis 2015). The Reproducibility Project in Psychology (Open 

Science Collaboration 2015) shows that the rates are surprisingly low: Only 39% of the studies 

were judged to have replicated the original results. Moreover, the replicated effects were half the 
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magnitude of original effects (but see also Gilbert et al. 2016). A related study (but with a much 

smaller sample) in experimental economics indicate reproducibility for 60% of the studies, well 

below what would be implied by reported p-values, and again they find smaller effect sizes 

(Camerer et al. 2016).24 Brodeur et al. (2016) conduct an analysis of 50,000 p-values reported in 

three widely cited general economics journals between 2005 and 2011. They find that (borderline 

insignificant) p-values between 0.10 and 0.25 are less common than one would expect. To my 

knowledge, we do not yet have a similar reproducibility project in accounting, but the Critical 

Review of Finance has created a Replication Network. One could argue that the heavy reliance of 

accounting and finance research on databases like CRSP and Compustat should increase the 

reproducibility, and it might. However, a recent study by Basu and Park (2016) shows that 

accounting research exhibits similar p-value patterns consistent with selective reporting of 

statistically significant results. 

There is a growing recognition that discretion in empirical analyses is at the heart of the matter. 

With discretion, researchers might engage in “p-hacking” or “fishing” by estimating many 

(reasonable) specifications and selecting those that deliver significant results (e.g., Simmons et al. 

2011). However, as Gelman and Loken (2013) point out, researchers’ degrees of freedom can also 

lead to multiple comparisons, even when researchers do not actively engage in p-hacking or 

fishing. Their “garden of forking path” argument is that it is sufficient that researchers make design 

choices and perform analyses contingent on the data and the results for inferences to be biased. 

The issue could arise subconsciously. To be clear, discretion in research can be very useful, e.g., 

allowing researchers to explore and better understand the data. But it is important to recognize that 

                                                 
24  McCullough et al. (2006) report that only 22% of 62 macroeconomic studies could be successfully replicated, 

despite data and code archives. See also Chang and Li (2018) for similar conclusions. Both studies also show that 
the rates are higher for journals with data and code policies. 

https://replicationnetwork.com/tag/critical-finance-review/
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discretion is a double-edged sword (Gelman and Loken 2013, Bloomfield et al. 2018). One way 

to counter the negative effects of discretion and to boost the credibility of the findings is to pre-

register the analysis.25 

Aside from discretion, biases in research findings can come from incentives in the publication 

process, e.g., a tendency by editors to favor surprising results. Similarly, it is generally hard to 

publish null results.26 Again, pre-registration of studies can help mitigate these biases. Other useful 

ideas are code and data sharing policies (e.g., Höffler 2017; see also polices at the Journal of 

Accounting Research or the Journal of Finance) as well as creating platforms for post-publication 

review, allowing other researchers to comment on published studies, engage in online discussions 

and publish more formal reviews (e.g., Swoger 2014). We also need much more replication of 

published studies in accounting and finance to gauge and ensure the reliability of our findings.27 

Thus, if we want evidence-based policymaking for standard setting and financial regulation, we 

need to explicitly discuss the reliability of our research findings and find ways to counter the 

shortcomings in the research and publication process. 

In addition, evidence-based policymaking would likely increase the political influence on the 

research process, another important challenge that needs to be recognized. Policymaking is 

inherently political. One concern is that the use of evidence in policymaking could lead to 

                                                 
25  E.g., Monogan (2013) and Chambers (2014). The Journal of Accounting Research recently experimented with a 

registration-based publication process for its 2017 conference (https://research.chicagobooth.edu/arc/journal-of-
accounting-research/2017-registered-reports). Interestingly, the frequency of null results in the registered reports 
of the conference issue is much higher than what is typical in published accounting studies. See Bloomfield et al. 
(2018) for more discussion. 

26  Open Science Collaboration (2015) reports that 97 out of 100 studies in the Reproducibility Project had positive 
results. As Abadie (2018) points out, insignificant results or non-rejections could be quite informative. 

27  Berry et al. (2017) find that less than 30% of the studies in AER’s centenary volume were replicated by other 
studies. In contrast, Hamermesh (2017) argues that the most important studies in labor economics are “replicated” 
in that their ideas are tested in other settings and contexts. While this is an important argument, it applies more to 
general ideas and relations, which is less helpful to policymakers relying on specific results in specific studies. 

https://research.chicagobooth.edu/arc/journal-of-accounting-research/2017-registered-reports
https://research.chicagobooth.edu/arc/journal-of-accounting-research/2017-registered-reports
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researchers seeking particular results and to so-called “policy-based” research. There is 

considerable debate on the politics of evidence-based policy (e.g., Byrne 2011, Cairney 2016). 

A related concern is that cost-benefit analysis is not “neutral” and used politically, e.g., to 

prevent regulation (e.g., Driesen 2006). The very process of cost-benefit analysis could facilitate 

regulatory capture (Cochrane 2014), which brings me to the influence of those having an interest 

in the policies (e.g., industry or lobby organizations). Research funding, advisory relations, and 

access to proprietary data can create conflicts of interest for researchers (see my own disclosures). 

For instance, there is evidence that research funded by drug companies is associated with more 

positive drug effects (e.g., Bekelman et al. 2003, Sismondo 2008). Mechanisms range from 

implicit bias to drug companies’ control over research design or their suppression of unfavorable 

research results (Collier and Iheanacho 2002, Moore and Loewenstein 2004, Sage 2006). These 

conflicts of interest exist not only in medical research. 

All these arguments highlight that the various influences on the research process need serious 

consideration, especially if research findings are used for evidence-based policymaking. I shall 

note that having academics involved in the policy process is not necessarily bad. As Zingales 

(2015, p. 1329) puts it: Researchers “should get more involved in policy (while not in politics).” 

But we need to recognize the political nature of policymaking, the potential political influences on 

research, and put in place appropriate safeguards. 

4.5 Transmission of Research Findings and Political Incentives in Using Evidence 

The next issue is the transmission of research findings to policymakers as well as political 

incentives in using evidence. It is of course critical that research findings are easily accessible, 

appropriately synthesized and communicated. This process is an important part of evidence-based 
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policymaking, which cannot be left to its own devices and needs serious consideration, especially 

when considering the political incentives for policymakers when using evidence. 

A common claim is that policymakers ignore, do not understand or do not act on evidence 

(e.g., Cairney 2016). Consistent with this notion, Blinder (1987) formulates the economic policy 

version of Murphy’s Law as: “Economists have the least influence on policy where they know the 

most and are most agreed; they have the most influence on policy where they know the least and 

disagree most vehemently.” He also offers O’Connor’s Corollary: “When conflicting economic 

advice is offered, only the worst will be taken.” Hahn and Tetlock (2009) review the track record 

of economic analysis for regulatory decisions and find little evidence that economic analysis has 

substantially improved regulatory decisions. 

One reason for these pessimistic views is the political process by which public policies are 

generally chosen (see also Acemoglu and Robinson 2013). A good example is the outsized 

influence of special interests when the costs and benefits of a policy are asymmetrically distributed. 

But beyond reasons related to the political process, the accessibility of evidence and the use of 

research findings by policymakers can play a role. Policymakers may not be aware of the results 

for a particular policy issue or not have the training to understand them. Moreover, political factors 

and incentives can lead to the selective use of evidence (e.g., Bastow et al. 2014, p. 144). Watts 

and Zimmerman (1979) have pointed out a long time ago that the existence of different interest 

groups creates a demand for prescriptive research (or theory) and a “market for excuses” (see also 

Horngren 1973, Zeff 1974). Related to this argument is the concern that regulators and 

policymakers have a tendency to “cherry-pick” evidence to legitimize or support policy (Byrne 

2011). One could argue that this concern is precisely why we need evidence-based policymaking, 

i.e., a more rigorous and systematic (rather than selective) approach to supporting policy by 
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research and evidence. At the same time, the debate alerts us to the concern that, given the political 

nature of public policy, research is unlikely to be used in a neutral fashion.28 

But even setting politics aside, the synthesis and transmission of research findings is a major 

undertaking. Policymakers typically lack the time to effectively search and synthesize the relevant 

research literature. Also, there is usually a major knowledge gap between researchers and 

policymakers. As not all research findings are created equal, policymakers not only need to 

understand the findings themselves, but also need to have a solid understanding of the underlying 

research methods and their limitations. My earlier discussion of the reliability of research findings 

underscores this point. Moreover, many research findings need to be interpreted and applied to the 

specific policy question at hand. In my casual assessment, it is rare that accounting and financial 

markets research directly speaks to or prescribes a particular policy choice. 

Policymakers probably do not have the time, training or the necessary institutional support to 

overcome these challenges. Thus, researchers need to take a more active role in the synthesis, 

transmission and communication of research findings. But we need to do this in an unbiased and 

systematic fashion that is helpful to policymakers.29 Stanley and Jarrell (1989) argue that the 

typical literature reviews in economic journals contribute very little to research synthesis. Thus, 

we need to go beyond them. I come back to this issue in Section 5.2. 

                                                 
28  In addition, Taber and Lodge (2006) provide evidence that citizens are biased-information processors when given 

evidence in policy debates. Moreover, so-called “false balance” in media articles can distort perceptions of expert 
opinion even when participants have all the information needed to correct for its influence (Koehler 2016). These 
studies illustrate the complexity of the transmission process for academic evidence. 

29  Evidence in Sumner et al. (2014) provides a cautionary tale, showing that the exaggeration in health-related news 
in the media is positively correlated with such exaggeration in university press releases. Thus, we also need to think 
about the incentives of researchers and their universities communicating research findings. 
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5. Looking Forward: How to Better Support Policymaking 

The previous section highlights numerous and significant challenges for evidence-based 

policymaking. Thus, it is important to have realistic expectations as to what academic research can 

deliver at present. At the same time, using evidence in policymaking holds significant promise. 

Moreover, policymakers and standard setters face significant pressures to perform economic 

analyses and to practice evidence-based policymaking. 

Therefore, in this section, I discuss a number of potential routes we could take such that 

accounting and financial markets research could better support policymaking. Specifically, I 

discuss suggestions (not necessarily new ones) for how to organize and facilitate policy-oriented 

research, how to better aggregate findings, and how regulators could help and enable more and 

better policy-relevant research. These ideas tie directly into the challenges that I discussed in 

Section 4. The key message that I am building towards is that we need to make significant changes 

to the research process and investments into an infrastructure if evidence is to inform and 

systematically support policymaking. 

5.1 Ideas for Policy-Oriented Research on Accounting Standards and Financial Regulation 

Currently, research in accounting and finance is conducted in silos that are generally defined 

by methods or field and methods. Examples of such silos are “empirical financial accounting” or 

“empirical corporate finance” (see also Bloomfield et al. 2016). I suspect that these silos also exist 

when we cite studies and when we conduct literature reviews. However, regulators, standard setters 

and policymakers care less about the methods (or the field) and instead focus on the topic or the 

answer to a policy question. Thus, we should consider organizing research and conferences around 

topics and policy questions, bringing together scholars from different fields using different 
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methods. For example, disclosure is a topic that is being studied by many fields (e.g., accounting, 

economics, finance, sociology, etc.). Cross-fertilization across fields may stimulate new and also 

more robust research. Along the same lines, I argue for a plurality of methods when tackling policy 

questions, either in the same or in multiple studies. For instance, studies could combine descriptive 

and quantitative approaches (e.g., provide regression analyses and interview or survey evidence). 

Similarly, there are studies in industrial organization comparing structural and reduced-form 

estimates for the same setting (Ashenfelter and Hosken 2010). All methods have something to 

contribute, and it is important to keep an open mind about approaches and methods. 

To organize research more around policy questions, we should consider creating academic 

journals that specialize in publishing research on certain policy issues or program evaluations. If 

these journals have policy impact, they would be attractive research outlets. From an evidence-

based policymaking perspective, there is value in studies that (re-)examine similar policies in 

different countries, states, cities or time periods. However, top-tier journals in economics, finance 

or accounting are likely to publish only the first of these studies. Policy-oriented journals could 

publish the others. These journals could also be the outlet for replications. As noted in Section 4.4, 

we need more replications, but also more stress testing of extant results, to boost the reliability of 

our research evidence. In this regard, it is important for all journals to require code and data 

sharing, as these policies lower the costs of replications and extensions (see evidence in footnote 

24). In addition to academic journals, we could create for fora that allow standard setters and 

policymakers to openly solicit new research that would inform their decisions as well as to engage 

with the academic community. The recently formed EFRAG Academic Panel is an example that 

goes in this direction. 
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The final suggestion for research that would better support policymaking is specific to 

accounting and financial regulation. As discussed in Section 4.2, measuring the strength of 

accounting or regulatory treatment is a major obstacle in the estimation of policy effects that are 

more generalizable or at least easier to aggregate across studies. Thus, we need new research that 

allows us to better quantify the amount of information in accounting numbers, financial statements, 

annual reports, or disclosures, which in turn would allow us to compute changes in the amount of 

information around regulatory changes. 

5.2 Ideas on How to Aggregate Policy-Relevant Research Findings 

The transmission and communication of research findings to policymakers is an important 

part of evidence-based policy. As discussed in Section 4.5, this process faces several major 

challenges, including political influences. In this section, I discuss several ideas related to the 

aggregation and communication of existing evidence that would be more independent from the 

policymakers and reduce selective use of evidence or political “cherry-picking.” 

In my view, accounting and financial market research needs to start by developing a “canon” 

of economic relations, tradeoffs, and effects that are both relevant to standard setters and regulators 

but also well-understood in the literature and reliably estimated. One step towards such a canon 

could be a sequence of surveys asking researchers: What is the set of policy-relevant results or 

relations in this area that are well understood and reliably estimated? Which results in this literature 

do we expect to be able to replicate? Such surveys, which are similar to the IGM Economic Expert 

polls mentioned earlier, would give us a better sense for which results we have a shared academic 

consensus and provide a starting point. As discussed in Section 2, the consensus tends to reflect 

the depth of the literature. Establishing such a consensus also makes it harder for interested parties 

to deny such a consensus exists and, simultaneously, easier for the general public to see when 
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interested parties refer to economic effects or results that are not supported by the academic 

consensus. 

We also need to collect and aggregate findings by policy issue or question. Towards this end, 

several “research clearinghouses” across a range of policy areas have been established in recent 

years. Examples are the “Clearinghouse for Labor Evaluation and Research” (CLEAR) and the 

U.S. Department of Education’s “What Works Clearinghouse.” The Pew-MacArthur Results First 

Initiative (2014) shows that such clearinghouses exist for studies on adult and juvenile justice, 

child welfare, mental health, pre-K to higher education, and substance abuse. Among other things, 

these clearinghouses conduct systematic literature reviews to identify effective public programs, 

most of them using explicit criteria for evaluating the strength of evidence as well as structured 

summaries that allows policymakers to easily compare the relative effectiveness of programs 

(Pew-MacArthur Results First Initiative 2014). At present, I am not aware of formal assessments 

of these clearinghouses and their systematic reviews. However, in my view, the idea of such 

clearinghouses is appealing and a step in the right direction, especially if they are operated 

independently and their systematic reviews follow scientific guidelines for evaluating evidence. 

We could create such clearinghouses for research on standard setting and financial regulation, 

including (independent) post-implementation reviews. 

The idea of systematic reviews stems originally from the Cochrane Collaboration in medicine. 

Systematic Cochrane reviews are very different from the typical literature reviews in accounting 

or finance. They are comprehensive in that they review all available primary research and 

summarize the best available evidence. The reviews follow extensive guidelines for every step in 

the process. These guidelines are established in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews 

(Higgins and Green 2011), which cover the selection of studies, assessments of bias and criteria 
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for classifying evidence by its epistemological strength (Chapter 12). Cochrane reviews often 

conduct meta-analyses or include statistical analyses to compare effects in different studies. They 

provide conclusions divided into implications for practice and implications for research. The 

reports are available in two versions, one being a plain-language summary to help with the 

transmission and communication of the findings and the conclusions to wider audiences. 

To produce a systematic review on a particular medical intervention, a group of researchers 

registers a protocol. The review is a massive collaborative effort involving many researchers, often 

a worldwide network. Most of the Cochrane reviews are concerned with particular medical 

interventions and practice guidelines, although some focus on policy issues, such as incentives for 

smoking cessation, electronic cigarettes for smoking cessation, restricting or banning alcohol 

advertising to reduce alcohol consumption in adults and adolescents. 

The Cochrane Collaboration was an integral part of the development towards evidence-based 

medicine (see Section 6), suggesting that a similar effort would likely be central to evidence-based 

policymaking. An important question here is whether we even could perform such reviews for 

accounting and financial markets research. In thinking about this question, it is important to realize 

how closely connected Cochrane reviews are to the rise of RCTs.30 Having RCTs facilitates meta-

analyses, which is presumably one reason why meta-analyses are much more common in medicine 

than they are in accounting, economics or finance. Meta-analyses are trickier and less powerful for 

non-randomized studies and, at a minimum, they must consider potential confounders in the 

underlying studies (Higgins and Green 2011). 

Generally speaking, aggregation of findings is much harder and more qualitative for public 

                                                 
30  Using RCTs is the norm for Cochrane reviews. However, the Cochrane Collaboration realizes that there are 

questions of interest that cannot be answered by randomized trials and hence provide guidance on when it might be 
appropriate to include non-randomized studies (Chapter 13). 
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policy research. Interestingly, systematic reviews in medicine seem to focus primarily on internal 

validity, i.e., on whether the evidence is sound. However, in evidence-based policymaking, it is 

just as important to guide policymakers with respect to the external validity and applicability of 

the findings (Avellar et al. 2017). The closest analog to Cochrane reviews in public policy are the 

Campbell reviews, which are formally connected to the Cochrane Collaboration. They provide 

systematic reviews for public policy issues, including criminal justice, education, and social 

welfare policy. Campbell reviews also follow guidelines, although the guidance is less explicit and 

standardized than for Cochrane reviews, consistent with the view that systematic reviews in public 

policy are harder to conduct. Furthermore, simple comparisons in Google Scholar suggest that 

Campbell reviews have had less impact than Cochrane reviews. Nevertheless, Campbell reviews 

demonstrate that a form of systematic review for public policy is feasible, but that it requires a 

massive effort and faces substantial challenges. At present, Cochrane reviews as in medicine are 

more aspirational for accounting and financial markets research. 

5.3 Ideas on How Policymakers Can Help Generate Data and Facilitate Analyses 

In Section 4.3, I argue that the biggest obstacle to more and better policy-relevant research as 

well as causal inferences in accounting and financial markets research is lack of data. If the goal 

is evidence-based policy in these areas, then we need to overcome this problem and find ways to 

increase data availability or to even actively generate data. On both dimension, firms and regulators 

can help.31 

First, regulatory agencies often have relevant data from their regulatory or supervisory 

activities that they could make available for economic analysis. Many of them already do so (e.g., 

                                                 
31  This section draws on ideas that I have also expressed in Leuz and Wysocki (2016). 
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PCAOB and SEC), but they could go much further. Firms can also provide much more data for 

regulatory analyses (and not just analyses of their business practices that more directly benefit 

them). After all, if certain regulations are (net) costly to firms, they should have something to gain 

from better economic analysis. Of course, there are issues related to data security and 

confidentiality, but we can and should find ways to address these issues. 

Second, whenever regulators and standard setters create new rules that mandate certain 

disclosure, reporting or auditing practices, they should contemplate including mandates for firms 

(or their auditors) to collect and keep relevant data around these regulatory changes. Such data 

could be shared with researchers for ex-post economic analyses or post-implementation reviews. 

As I discussed in Section 4.3, we need much more granular data about the specific changes that 

occur at the firm level as a result of a new accounting standard or a new financial regulation in 

order to perform better economic analyses. 

Let me illustrate the basic idea with a new accounting rule for asset impairments. Once the 

rule has been promulgated (and ideally even before it is effective to generate pre-period benchmark 

data), firms would be required to keep specific data on their impairment testing, in particular, what 

the impairment would have been under the old rule in the post-period as well as details about the 

changes made under the new rule. We also would need data on impairments that management 

considered and information on why impairments were not taken or not necessary. The latter 

information is usually not available to researchers. Moreover, these data would be much more 

granular and specific to the new accounting rule, which would allow us to measure the treatment 

and information consequences much better. In addition, firms should have relevant data on the 

implementation costs and other effects from the new rule. Including data-collection requirements 

into new accounting standards or financial regulation would substantially improve the data 
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situation for economic analysis. 

There are two obvious counterarguments to this idea. First, firms’ regulatory burden is already 

high and such requirements would further increase it. Second, the data are proprietary. My 

response to the first concern is that we cannot have it both ways. If we are serious about evidence-

based policymaking precisely because we are concerned that new rules and regulations could be 

harmful or net costly to firms, then studying the effects of new rules is absolutely worthwhile and 

could bring substantial cost savings to firms and society. We simply need to invest into smarter 

policymaking. However, we could reduce the data collection costs and spread the burden around 

by randomly selecting a sufficient number of firms, rather than asking the entire population to 

collect the relevant data. 

To alleviate the second concern, the data would be made available to researchers on a 

confidential basis following, for instance, the model of the U.S. Census Bureau. The Census 

Bureau has very confidential data and their process for making this data available has worked well, 

as far as I can tell. It would be important to ensure that the data are made available for research in 

a way that minimizes political influences. In addition, if the data were made available to 

researchers only, and not to the respective regulator or the supervisor, it would alleviate firms’ 

concerns that the regulator or the supervisor could use the data for enforcement actions against the 

firm, which would likely increase the quality of the data.32 

This discussion more generally illustrates that accounting rules or financial market regulation 

need to be written with ex-post evaluation in mind. Regulators and standard setters could ask 

                                                 
32  If such data would also be useful for supervisory or enforcement purposes, then making them available for this 

purpose is a regulatory decision that is separate from the initial economic analysis of mandate. 
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during the rulemaking phase: What data will we need and how would we able to tell that the rule 

works as intended? 

In addition to making data available and generating data through mandates, standard setters 

and regulators can implement new standards or rules in ways that are more conducive to economic 

analysis. For instance, having thresholds above or below which new rules apply would facilitate 

regression-discontinuity designs, which under certain conditions are reasonably close to random 

assignment. Furthermore, new rules or standards could become effective in a staggered fashion, 

i.e., phased-in over time.33 Doing so would help the identification of causal estimates, as it allows 

studies to better control for concurrent events with appropriate time-fixed effects. Such a research 

design can be further enhanced by exploiting differences in firms’ fiscal year ends (e.g., Daske et 

al. 2008, Christensen et al. 2013). However, using a staggered implementation along with firms’ 

fiscal year ends for identification purposes is not a panacea. The effective dates need to be 

plausibly exogenous, e.g., pre-determined or tied to arbitrary characteristics like the ticker symbol 

(see, e.g., the phase-in of the Eligibility Rule for the OTCBB). If firms can choose when to adopt 

or implement the new rules, then we are back to standard selection concerns. In addition, we need 

to consider if the staggered implementation leads to spillover (or anticipation) effects, which in 

turn could contaminate the estimation of the regulatory effects. 

Thresholds and implementation staggering often raise concerns about fairness. But again, 

there is a tradeoff. We essentially need to weigh the potential societal gains from better regulation 

                                                 
33  The staggering could be along at least two dimensions. First, components of a “regulatory package” might be 

implemented in a staggered fashion to facilitate the evaluation of the components. Second, the entire regulatory 
package could be applied to cohorts of firms in a time-staggered fashion to allow for better identification of 
regulatory effects using regulated and yet unrelated firms. 
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due to economic analysis and evidence-based policymaking against the fairness concerns that arise 

with arbitrary implementation schemes.34 

A final way in which regulators could contribute to evidence-based policymaking is by 

explicitly conducting experiments and pilot studies. In contrast to the suggestions above, pilot 

studies can also help with prospective analyses. Such studies (with randomization) have been 

conducted. A good example is the Regulation SHO pilot program that the SEC did on short sale 

restrictions (e.g., Li and Zhang 2015). Another example is the FINRA tick size pilot program. I 

would encourage regulators to perform such pilot studies (with randomization) more often. 

In sum, regulators and standard setters can contribute substantially to better economic analysis 

and in doing so lead the way towards evidence-based policymaking. While some of the above 

suggestions would likely entail major changes in the way we set accounting standards and write 

financial regulation, these changes are worth considering. There are potentially large gains from 

better and smarter regulation, especially when we are convinced that current regulation is 

burdensome. Moreover, I am convinced that we will not make headway towards evidence-based 

policymaking if we do not address the data and related causal inference issues. 

6. Creating an Infrastructure for Evidence-Informed Policymaking 

In my view, we are still a long way from evidence-based policymaking in accounting and 

financial markets. We need to temper our expectations, starting with the objectives, which is one 

reason why I prefer the more modest term “evidence-informed policymaking.” The systematic use 

of academic evidence to inform standard setting, regulation and policy requires substantial 

investments into the research infrastructure, including the synthesis and transmission of findings. 

                                                 
34  See also Abramowicz et al. (2011). They push even further and argue for randomly assigning individuals, firms, or 

jurisdictions to different legal rules. 
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It is not something that policymakers can simply decide to do on their own. Building the necessary 

research infrastructure takes time and, if taken seriously, evidence-based policymaking requires a 

concerted and long-term effort by researchers and policymakers. 

Let me illustrate this general point with the rise of evidence-based medicine. The core idea of 

evidence-based medicine is to apply the best available research to clinical decision making and 

practice guidelines.35 It places less emphasis on expert intuition and unsystematic clinical 

experience and instead emphasizes the systematic examination and accumulation of clinical 

research. This approach is now the leading paradigm for clinical practice. The emergence of 

evidence-based medicine is viewed as one of the 15 most important milestones in medicine, along 

with the discovery of antibiotics (BMJ 2007), illustrating the tremendous upside potential for the 

systematic use of academic evidence. 

But the development of evidence-based medicine was a massive and long-term effort. It 

started in the 1970s with David Sackett, Alvan Feinstein and other researchers at McMaster 

University in Canada, at the time a new medical school, which established the world’s first 

department of clinical epidemiology and biostatistics (Zimerman 2013). McMaster University 

created a new curriculum (“problem-based learning method”) and Sackett developed courses (and 

criteria) for the “critical appraisal” of the literature.36 The latter illustrates that methodological 

changes were central to the development of evidence-based medicine. Consistent with this notion, 

its development is closely connected to the rise of randomized-control trials and meta-analyses. 

                                                 
35 For more elaborate definitions see Guyatt (1991), the Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group (1992), and Sackett 

et al. (1996). It was first coined as the “systematic approach to analyze published research as a basis for clinical 
decision making.” (Claridge and Fabian 2005). 

36 For more detailed accounts of the history, see Zimerman (2013) and Smith and Rennie (2014). Evidence-based 
medicine is closely related to clinical epidemiology and in this sense the methods were not new and it has much 
older roots (Claridge and Fabian 2005). For instance, “the father of evidence-based medicine” David Sackett 
acknowledges that he was inspired by the work of Thomas Chalmers (Sackett 2010). 
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Iain Chalmers and the creation of the Cochrane Collaboration in 1993, named in honor of Archie 

Cochrane’s earlier contributions, played a central role, facilitating the review, aggregation and 

dissemination of relevant clinical research through a worldwide, network-based approach 

(Chandler and Hopewell 2013, Smith and Rennie 2014). The development of evidence-based 

medicine further involved academic courses for medical students, researchers and physicians, a 

series of journal articles and editorials, workshops and conferences, and the creation of electronic 

databases for clinical trials. The movement also had substantial institutional support by one of the 

leading medical journals (JAMA) and its editor Drummond Rennie (Zimerman 2013). Overall, it 

took more than 20 years for evidence-based medicine to become widespread and widely accepted. 

This historical account on evidence-based medicine illustrates why I believe that evidence-

informed policymaking requires major effort and substantial investments. The article delineates a 

number of suggestions on how accounting and financial market research could better support 

evidence-informed policymaking. Among other things, I discuss that such policymaking requires 

that we systematically aggregate findings and evidence, regularly perform replications, and 

conduct many more closely related studies in different settings. We also need to obtain help from 

regulators (and firms) in generating relevant data and exogenous regulatory variation. But just as 

in medicine, developing this approach will take time. 

Importantly, however, I view evidence-based medicine more as an aspirational example. I do 

not argue that evidence-informed policymaking is the same as evidence-based medicine or that 

accounting and financial markets research could deliver what medical research has delivered for 

evidence-based medicine. As discussed earlier, there are substantial differences between natural 

science and social science as well as medicine and public policy (e.g., financial market regulation). 

These differences are another reason why we should use the term of evidence-informed 
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policymaking. Research can inform policymakers but it cannot fully determine policy. The notion 

that, once we have enough rigorous research, it can tell us the right or optimal policy without much 

further judgement is naïve. Professional judgment by policymakers will continue to play a 

significant role in economic and public policymaking (see also Coates 2015).37 

But even then, research can deliver important quantitative but also qualitative insights and 

improve policymaking, and therefore the efforts are – at least in my mind – not in vain. As Blinder 

(1987, p. 10) says, the “fact that economists do not know everything does not mean that they do 

not know anything.” Also, in many instances, just knowing certain empirical facts can be helpful 

to policymakers or policy debates. Let me illustrate this point with an example. The financial crisis 

led to a major policy debate over the role of fair-value (or mark-to-market) accounting, as it was 

viewed by many as an important factor contributing to or exacerbating the crisis. This debate led 

to pressures on the accounting standard setters and banking regulators to change the accounting 

rules (e.g., Financial Stability Forum 2009). However, basic descriptive evidence on banks’ 

balance sheets and activities could have informed standard setters and banking regulators that it 

was unlikely that fair-value accounting played a significant role. Examples for relevant facts 

include the fraction of financial assets that banks reported at fair value, what fraction of these assets 

were actually marked to market as opposed to a matrix or a model, and information on when banks 

started taking write-downs on their financial assets, relative to when the crisis unfolded (see 

discussions by Laux and Leuz 2009, 2010). This is not to say that the question about potential 

negative effects of fair-value accounting during a crisis could have been answered without a more 

extensive empirical analysis. This example merely serves to illustrate that basic empirical facts 

can be very useful to policy debates. 

                                                 
37  Even in evidence-based medicine, expert knowledge and context are relevant and still needed (Sackett et al. 1996). 
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To me, the glass is half full. There are many challenges and we have to tread carefully. But 

considering the potential costs of poorly designed or implemented regulation, it is worth going 

down the path towards a more systematic use of evidence in policy making, in general and also 

when it comes to accounting standards and financial markets regulation specifically. This path 

requires the cooperation of researchers and policymakers. We need a concerted and systematic 

effort as well as substantial infrastructure investments, if we do not want to pay lip service to the 

term and the idea. 
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